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ABSTRACT

The applicability of the Neumann indirect method of potentials to the Dirii'hlet and
Neumann problems for the two-dimensional Stokes operator on a non smooth boundary
F is subject to two kinds of sufficient and/or necessary conditions on F. The first one,
occuring in electrostatic, is equivalent to the boundedness on C(T) of the velocity double
layer potential W as well as to the existence of jump relations of potentials. The second
condition, which forces F to be a simple rectifiable curve and which, compared to the
Laplacian, is a stronger restriction on the corners of F, states that the Fredholm radius
of W is greater than 2. Under these conditions, the Radon boundary integral equations
defined by the above mentioned jump relations are solvable by the Frcdholm theory; the
double (for Ditiehlet) lujd the single (for Neumann) layer potentials corresponding to their
solutions are classical solutions of the Stokes problems.
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Tliis paper is mainly concerned with a boundary integral initiation method as

a way of obtaining theoretical and constructive classical solutions to the Stokes

system with rough geometries. Uy a classical solution, we mean here that, in the

involved domain, the pressure and the velocity of the fluid are of class C' and C'2

respectively, the velocity being, in addition, continuous up to tlie boundary.

Various approaches for integral equations have been extensively studied es-

sentially for the Laplace operator. For smooth domains, these approaches are

welt developed for Fredholm equations of the second kind (see, e.g., [17, 2G, H6])

and also for those of the first kind (sec, e.g., [D, 16, 24, 37, 39]). On the contrary,

the non smooth case is subject to difficulties from the operator-1lieoretical point

of view as well as from that of the convergence analysis of constructive methods.

For Lipschitz domains, these difficulties are avoided in [5j by extending the

varialiotia.1 treatment of boundary integral equations of the first kind in the above

mentioned works (see also [10j). In fact, it is shown in [5] that, acting between

appropriate Sobolev spaces of traces, the single layer potential and the hypersin-

gular normal derivative of the double layer potential are strongly elliptic operators

which, rather than being pseudodifferential operators of orders —1 and 1 respec-

tively as in the smooth case, lead to "lower" regular solutions of the corresponding

integral equations. Regarding the Stokes operator, this approach is considered,

for instance, in [4] with Mann iterative schemes as methods of approximation.

From the operator-theoretical point of viow, another remedy, in the framework

of Lipschitz boundaries P, is in [10] wliere it is proved that the classical integral

equations of the second kind are uniquely solvable in the Letsbegue space / / (F) ,

1 < p < oo. (Other references in this ilireef.ion are [8, 12, 13, 25]). However, the

proof is based on the Rellirli inequality and on the closed graph theorem which,

quoting [•!!], "<lo not no fur ptiteitlt a stability analysis for llir pantl nitthod with

collocation'". (The situation is bettor in the particular case of C'1 domains because

the double layer potential operator is compact; I'f. [8]).

In the present paper, we extend to llic Stokes operator, an alternative tieat-
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men! of classical integral equations of the second kind wliicti lias the advantage- of

being also numerically well suited. The technique, for the Laplace operator, goes

bark to [41] in 9tJ and counts, in X3, the important contributions [U, 28, 17]. (Sot-

also [2, 7, 27, 34, 42]). It rehabilitates Neumann's "indirect" method of potentials

([•18)): the classical solution of the Diridilrl problem is a double layer potential

with density iti the usual spare (-(P) of continuous functions on T while the Neu-

mann problem is solved by a single layer potential corresponding to an element,

of the space C'{V) of signed Borcl measures in V of bounded total variation.

According to our above major objectives, the paper is divided into two parts.

Part 1 (Sections 1-4) is concerned with the theoretical analysis of the integral op-

erators, in Section 2, we collect some preliminaries and notation, including some

facts from the electrostatic potential theory. Section 3 surveys sufficient and/or

necessary restrictions on the geometries which lead to "good" layer potential op-

erators, i.e., bounded operators on C[V)2 and C'(V)3 which are compact modulo

contractions. In Section 4, the lc>edholm-ltadon method is used for solving the in-

tegral equations and getting, therefore, classical solutions to the Dirichlet-Stokes

and Neumann-Stokes problems.

The introduction and the organization of the second part (Sections 5-9) are

postponed until its beginning. We just anticipate that, by way of a positive

answer to a question in [7], Part II provides asymptotic error estimates in the

convergence of the collocation method applied to Radon's equation.

Of course, working in S?'2 makes our results more explicit than the three-

dimensional recent paper [l!>] where orders of convergence, for instance, are not

available. Hut the dimension '2 is also a source of difficulties as, for example, some

paradoxes in [1!)|.

2 PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION

Throughout the paper, SI s i!+ C Jft* is a bounded domain; Sl~ is the unbounded

open set ?R2 \ J!. Si and S!~ have (he common boundary

r = on+ = mr (•2.1)

which is supposed to be a simple closed curve such that

Here, Il)s, k = 1,2, denotes the (outer) fc-dimeusional Hausdorlf measure normal

ized in such a way that ll2 is the 2-dimensional Lebcsgue measure r/,r while IIj

is the length of simple smooth curves in J£3 (see [13, Theorem ;50 and p. 58]).

No a priori classical smoothness restrictions are imposed on the boundary P.

Nevertheless, the (Fedeier) interior normal of S2 at a point JI € -R2 can be defined

as the unique vector f(p) = (^(p),"i(p)) satisfying ([3, 28]);

lim t~iH2{y € fl n Ship); y(p)-PU > 0) = 0

lim t~3H}{y € 17 fl Hi[p); i'(l')-pi/ < 0} = jr. (2.3)

(/i,(p) denotes the R2-open disc centered at p and of radius e). If however, there

exists no such interior normal of Si at JI, we set v(p) = 0. The vector-valued

function p >-+ v(p) is Borel measurable (|2S, p. 49]). The set

P := {p G S»; M,,)| > 0} (2.4)

is called the "reduced boundary of SI".

A fundamental solution, with respect to the origin (basic tool of any boundary

integral equation approach), of the two-dimensional Stokes operator

/ -A 0 d, \
C = 0 - A d-A

\ Hi <% 0 I

is ();J2, p. 67]) the 3 x 3 matrix

/•:; E] f1

whose elements are the tempered distributions:

(

Let us fix .c ^ y in ft1. The n<il.ali<>ii ^ '( .r - j | = (A't(j- - J/),< l(j' - ,'/)) is

used for the i-Lh column or line vector of £{,r — ,i/), With £k(x — y), we associate



the symmetric stress tensors V'ff^j- - y)) iuitf 7"(£*(j: - y)) of order two:

()I, £*(* - t,)

The tensors are adjoint in the sense of the first of the two obvious identities:

vhei

hM ~ •'/) =
r , - J/.X-I-J -y,)

(•2.1)

\*-v\'

Final ly, we use t h e 2 x 2 kernel m a t r i x l l ' ( . r - y) wi th A-- til c o l u m n a n d e l e m e n t s :

Wk(x - y) := -T'(£k(.r - ?/)))/(*/). W,k{r - y) •= -7£-(f'(x - y))v>(y). (2.8)

(Unless otherwise indicated, we adopt, throughout the paper, Einstein's conven-

tion of summation on repealeel indece's).

The basic function spaces we associate with F are C(F)2 and G"*(F)2:

C(V)2 is the Banach space of continuous vector-valued functions v : f n S !

under the norm

IH|s|H|r:=»up(i;N*)|¥ (2-9)
(the symbol ||.|| will also represent the spectral norm of 2 x 2 symmetric real

matrices and the norm of line-ar bounded operators on C(F)3);

C"(F)2, the dual of C'(F)2, consists of vector signed Borel measures ft — (/ii./'a)

in fi2 with support in F. Its norm is

\\h\\. = IMU, := sup \<W>\-

JJJJ \tlfi,\ being the total variation of fti on 3f2. The compactness of F is important

in the above definition and Banach structure of ('(F)2 and C*(f)5. In fad, in

the; case when B C StJ is nil open set, we: use Co(/J), the subspac<: of G(li) whose

elements have compact supports in I) rind we e<|uip Co(D) with the locally convex

topological structure ek-line-d liy Srliwnilz's canonical topology. The dual Cj(/i)

uf CU{IJ) is still idenlihVd will) sij!,iifil Uoi-el measures in B (cf- [II]).

Without ftirllicr con<litious on (), 1-he reduce-el boundary F" in (2.4) niny be

empty, reducing then the kerne! II'(.!•-(/) Ui I lie iiimilrrcsliiigcase of null matrix.

Menrefoi'th, we assume that U fulfils Lin- "minimal" mid "u;itural" liypothcsis ol"

electrostatic potential theory in [H, 2S|: tin' dislrilnitional gradient V\jj of tin-

characteristic function xn of fi is a signed Horel nieasme in ft' (V \JJ € CJ{S2)2)

of ]>ounc!ed total variation, i.e.,

fi has a finite perimeter /'(ft) := HVXHH.^J. (2.10)

Some consequences of (2.10), to be useel fie<|iiently without further explicit ref-

erence are collected in the next two propositions (the proof may l>e found in

[3. 28]).

Proposition 2.1 a) F* in dense in F,-

b) / / ,([") <+oo;

c) (VV(i)(«) = W"(y)< '" l ( ! /h for any Oorcl *et B i,t W;

d) The Green formula holds:

fndivwdx = -/ri'(i/)w»(!/)<///,(!/)1Vwe^(*-i)J. •

Proposition 2.2 Fix a point p € Jt1 and consider the weak normal derivative of

— log |, — p\, i.e. the distribution «,, € V(3t2 \ jt) (with support in F \ p):

|:c -p\dx. (2.11)

Then ap can be extended to a signed Borct mcasuit av £ C^X1 \p) with, for any

Horel set B C 3J2 not containing p, has the pivperties:

«p(fl) = - /

the fintte number dn{p) being the density of llu set il at the. point p. D

(2.12)

For the Stokes operator £, the analog'1*' °f 'he weak iiormid derivative <ip is

the matrix Av = (/lp')i<),-,f<:-j where / i j ' £ Tf(^ii\i>\, with support in l*\;v, is the

we.ik noriiiiil component of the vector T'f{£k(p — x))\

Under the assumption (2.10), A,, enje>ys pro[)ertie's similar to Proposition 2.2 as

we now specify.

(i



Proposition 2.3 A^f is it nigiifd lion! tmaxuir- hi M2\]> miliafyiiig,

any [ioicl set li, the nlattonn:

= ~ J. "•'(;' -

«p(jR
2 \

4ir 2ir

2ir 2ir
(2.15)

Proof.

Let <p e £>(3fc2 \ p). Since div/l^ip - x)) = 0 in » 2 \ p, we have

</i» (vT't{£k{p - x))) = 7^(£*(p - *))&,<? with ¥»7J(£*(p - *)) € I>(3*2 \ ;»)2-

Thus (2.13), (2.10) and the distributional definition of derivatives yield:

)rci(£
k(P - x))d{dXlxn)(x). (2.1G)

(2.16) implies A% £ Offi1 \ p) and (2.M).

Let us prove (2.15). First of nil, it is clear from (2.14), Proposition 'i.l.c and

(2.8) that

< ( « * \ P) = - I Wu(p - *)dll,(r) = / r 7Jj(£*(|i - x))^(x)dHl{x). (2.17)

Assume that /) 6 S2^. The ii|>|>li(al.ion of the (ireen formula to (2.17), via a

cut-off function ip £ 'D['it2 \]>), <p = I on ft, giivs

)1yr;J(e''(i>-x))d.r = 0+0 = 0.

Since <tn(p) - 0 for /* G i r , (2.12) leads to (2.15) in this case.

Assume finally l!i*t JI G S! and li't < > 0 such (hill Si O W,(;i) ^ H. S ta r l ing

from (2.17) and <i[)|»lyiug tin- previous alc-p lo JI tf{j- 6 Si; \p — J | > t}, with (2.(i)

in mind, we litid

-'»t'(M2 \ /') = - l i " ' I T;ii£
k{p-s)y{.r)tlUl(.r) or

' e—11+ Jlm.'P«,(j')

V<1 ^ y 4 . f ( , . - J-MO (2.IS)

where (|;> — x\,0) are polar coordinates willi pole i>. A simple coinpulalion of

(2. IS) based on (2.7) yields (2.15). D

Remarks 2.4 a) Due lo (2.12), the sel function iip{LS) is termed the angle under

which Hnr is visible from the point p € KJ. Likewise (2.15) and (2. IS) justify the

terminology "hydrodynainical characteristic matrix of the point ;> corresponding

to f!" for the set function AV(B) (cf. [IS]).

b) Hy definition, we put;

»A)') : = l r - n f ( * 2 \ j » ) 'f P e 1\ «AP) •= ° otherwise,- (2.19)

AP(P) •= \l ~ M%2 \ Pj if p € I", A,,{1li' \ p) := 0 otherwise. (2.20)

c) With (2.19)-(2.20) and under the condition (3.5) or (3.G) of the next section,

av and >l£' ate signed Borel measures of bounded total variation in SR2. D

With the "minimal" assumption (2.10) ami the above resulting properties, we

are in a position to define the hydrodynainical layer potentials.

Definition 2.5 a) The double layer potential of density f £ C(T)2 is the couple

W(.J) = (W(.J);w{.J)) defined for pe&\r by

J*2 r J> ( (2.21)
w(p, j) = 2dPl / /J(;/)^(y)=2y,,J / /,(»)»„,„ log \}, - j|rf//,(s).

i>) '1'hc coupic V ( . , 7 ) = ( V ( . , 7 ) ; v(-,i)), where 7 6 ( '"( I 1 ) 2 1* « signed borel

mrusurr of bounded toUd variation and

V ( P , 7 ) = - / ' • - ' ( ; ' -V)<h(>i)

v ( p , 7 ) = - / ' • ( ; ' - / / ) < ' T ( : v ) , j ' e « ' \ r

?,<; //?r- wtujlv Uiycr jtofvnttal of dfnutty 7. O

(2.22)

1'Voii) (2.1.1) and (2.20), we sec immediately Mint, for ;i constant vector density

<;, H'(/J,c) is a (iauss-likf iniegial:

I/(P,<-) = { ir- if JJ e r

1) if ;> t Si"

(2.2:1)



We tli;it

Tor any / € f.'(T)'J and 7 € <"*([')*, the pro]>erties of tlie fundamental so-

lution to the Stokes operator C guarantee that the layer potentials W(. , /) and

V(.,7) are C"o&(fi+ )* or ('^{U~):i solutions of the system of homogeneous partial

differential equations

£Us£{l',n) = or in IT. (2.2f,)

In the next section, we investigate the trace properties of the layer potentials

which enable them to be classical solutions of (2.25) appended with the Dirichlet

or the Neumann boundary condition. The Neumann problem will require the

following weak formulation.

Definition 2.6 Let T(U). with O^T^U) = 0 in fi+ (reap. fTJ, be the stress

tensor of order two corresponding to a given couple of functions li 5 \V,\x\ 6-

C''(il+)2 x C(f i + ) (rt.sp. CHU-)' x C'(n-)). We say that U has an inferior

(resp. exterior) boundary flow if the vector distribution T+(U)v (reap. T~(U)v},

with support hi V, defined by

1 \ (2.26)< THU)»,<fi >•= T 11 Th(U)i)x,<p,dx, v e

extends to a signrd lionl measure '/^(WJf € C'*(r)J. D

Remark 2.7 The boutuUiry flows ca.it be characterizetl in terms of sequences of

smooth curves I* ap|noxii>ial.iii(f V in an <i]>|)ii>priate way (cf. [41j ami [27]):

:= Inn /

3 BOUNDARY INTEGRAL OPERATORS

3.1 Boundedness and jump of potentials

The, formal direct value on V of the velocity component, of tlie double layer po-

tential of density / £ C'^rf (cf. (2.21)) is;

(.,), / . € ! 'Wf(p):=W(pJ) =

(3.1)

The last identity in (3.1) follows from (2.20), (2.II) , Proposition 2.1.c and (2.8).

A simple compulation shows, for ;J ̂  i/, that

(3.2)
II O --P\— W ' I I I n 1* ' IT

where we recall that | | . j | is tlie spectral norm of 2 x 2 symmetric real matrices.

Consequently, if W in (3.1) were a bounded operator on C'2(P)a, its norm would

be

* \

(3.3)

On the other hand, one obtains, as in (3, Theorem 1], (see also [41) and [34]

for curves of bounded rotation):

| log \p-y\\ df!l{y)+

(3,1)

Because of (3.2)-(3.4), the bouiidediiess of the operator IV is subject to the same

condition on F as for the La.]>la< ian in [i, "28, 47]:

1
< 00 (3.5)

or c<|uivalenlly (<f. (3.2), (:).•!), (2.19) and (2.2(1))

sup — / |f/«,,(//)| < oc- (if ;ilso sup sup / |</.'lj'(

HI



Theorem 3.1 The following slalrmtuls an equivnltnt;

a) Condition (J.5) holds;

b) The (velocity) double laijir potential operator W belongs to C(C(T)2);

c) I'or fixed f e 0(1")* and j),, € V, the double layer potential \V[.,f) admit*

interior and exti.rior limits ll'P±0<u,/) : = ± I'1" W(p,f) computable from the

i'le.mdj-Uke jump relations:

1

'4 '"" ^ (3.7)

d) The single, layer potential V(.,7) of density 7 € C'(VY has interior and exte-

rior boundary flown T±(V(.,i))t> 6 C'd)'*, Their values are

1-7 " ~ f ? (3.8)

where W € £(C'(r)2) w the adjoint ofW.

Proof.

(a) ^=^- (fr). See the comments at the beginning of this section.

(o) = > (c). The proof is similar to the classical smooth situation {[36, Chap. 18]

and [32, Chap. 3]). it consists of observing that, in the decomposition

the function JI e SR1 •-» l i ' ( p , / — /(?%)) is continuous at po, by (:J.S), while

tin- interior and exterior limits of the function p t-» H'(;),/(;'o)) a r e cnliicly

(lelormiiiecl by (2:23).

(r) ^=*- («), Assume, by (oulriidiction, tlial (a) is not fulfilled. There exists

then H sequence of points [l'k)i;>i. say in il+, such that lim / r r^g^log |;jj; — </| -

J//i(.v) = 00. Since 1, |y, l u l log|,»t - yl\dH,(y) < (inf^,- \pk - y\)~J / / i d " ) , with

by I'loposition 2.1.1), / / i ( l " ) < oc, we may find ;JQ € F such that pi. —• ;>u as

A- —> 00. Applying (c), the sequence / >-> ll-'t/ := H ' / ( / H ) of linear continuous

functional on C(l ' ) 2 conv'er^cs jujintwisi1 to / H-» U ' + ( J J U , / ) . I!y the |)iiuciple

of unifonu bouudeduess, supj. |(H't[|. < 00, But siipj. | | l i t | | . = siipt. J[. yil''(;J/, —

11

\M 5 -v
.fl^-t&ijrKPTtji™;"

3/)||rf//i(w) = supt/r ^r I .̂-IBI l«ftl/'i- - J/l|i'"i(fl) = °o, which is a contradiction,

(u) ==> (1/). Fix 1,3 € P(*2)2 . F10111 Di.'linilion 2.(i, formula (2.21) and lAibini

theorem (valid because of {2.2)), we have

< '/•+(V{. l 7)K^ >=

To rotni>ute the integral over l i+ , we fix y £ I' and consider a, small enough disc

Dt(y). Then,

lvk:~ I Tij{

wliere

Crecn formula (cf. Proposition 2.1.(1) ami the properties of the fundamental

solution to the Stokes operator yield

by (2.6) and (2.8).

As ( goes to 0, we obtain, owing to (2.IS),

fCSf \ y)fi{y).

llersce, in terms of (.3.1) with W € CiC'(V)1), by f 3.0), the identity (3.9) becomes

' \

This proves (3.8) and the existence of the interior boundary flow. The proof for

the exterior boundary ilow is similar.

(d) = * (fi). LSy the hypothesis (<l) and the principle of uniform bouiidedness,

1 here, exists a constant C > 0 such that

. <c



Lrt us consider (IK* |mrt icul.'ir

7 "~
p,0) iffc =
),*,,) if Ik = 2

with A,, the Dirac distribution coHcentiHLed at a fixed point p € V. Using (2.'20),

(2.24) iind (2.13), we get, for A' = 1,2, the following relations where the supreimun

is taken over all ip € P(3i2)? such that ||yj|| < 1:

= sup |

As the last inequality is valid for every /) € | \ we have proved (3.5) in its equivalent

form (3.(i). •

From Theorem 3.1, the importance of condition (3.5) is clear. Although not

explicitly repealed in future occureucen, this condition is assumed to ho'd lit the

rest of the paper. IJnder this condition, let us now study the compactness of the

double layer operator.

3.2 Non compactness of the double layer operator

This depends on the comers of the boundary V for which some precisions are

useful,

Definition 3.2 A pointp € V is ti citrmr if ar(p) ^ 0 or eaviimlcntly (cf. {2.19})

u,,(S'' \ p) ^ n. A comerp such I hut ar{p) = jr. i.e., ap(8}J \ p) — 0 is called a

"spine". •

Proposition 3.3 Fir a point p € l\ Then p is a corner iff p is n jumping flond-

ing) point of the iiialrijr-ptiliitil function q € H2 i-+ Ap((j) (cf. (2.20)). Mortoiwr,

tin; corners are, localni in V \ V, i.e.,

nA'l) = 0 «'"' ^p('l) — 0 <I'i ^ P or if q = p € V". (3.10)

1:1

Proof. From (2.1!)), (2.2(1) anil ("2.1.r)), one eimily gets tlie first part of the propo-

sition:

«(.(;i) = 0 iir AP(P) = 0.

If q / p, then Ap{(j) = 0 by applying (2.M) and Pi'oposition 2.l.<- lo the Borel

set ti = {(/}. Finally, if </ = ;>€ P", Hie suiiiinatioii of the two identities in (2.:i)

implies, in view of the definition of the density in ('2.PJ), that </«(/)) = ^ (cf. [.'(,

p. 10]). Since (2.12)shows also that a^(»'2 \ ;>) = v, we get a,,(p).= 0 by (2.10).

D

Proposition 3.4 If V lias an isolated corut r p, then Hie double layer operator

W i$ not compact. (A somewhat couvrmc. of thin statement will result from The-

orem 3 b: W is compact if V has no corners and suliajits the first identity in

($.17)).

Proof. Fix a cut-off function tr e

1 if |a:| < 1

Consider / G C(V)2, f(p) ± 0 and the hounded sequence (/")„>] C V{Yf:

Assume by contradiction that W is comjjact. Then, w« can find a subsequence

of (/"), still denoted by (/"), such that the sequence (Wfn) converges to some

function g 6 C(r)2. Let us compute the limit g(p) :- limn-M(H //")(p). For

x € I \ p close enougl] to p so that x is not a corner, we have, using the second

relation in (3.1), (2.20) and (:U0):

WU••- y)Sn{y)dlh(y).1
The Lebesgue cloniitiiite.d tlief>iriii (viilid because of (:t.5)), applied to the above

integral yields

<•/(•'•) = - / I ' ' < • • • - y)f(>>)<IHAv);

by continuity of <?, we have

M



On the oilier hand, the computation of </{p) from Wfn(p), tin? second formula in

(3.1) and the Lebcsgue theorem It-ads to

<AP) = - /„ H'U' - v)Ru)<Uhiy) + (5/ -/„
Ji \p

This is a contradiction since, by Deliuilion 3.2, f \l — /tp(9iJ \ p)J f{p) ^ 0 for

the corner p. •

By its proof, Proposition 3.1 means tli.it the operator W is not compnct war

corners. More precisely, tlic next result wliirli is a direct consequence of Arzela

Ascoli theorem can be paraphrased as follows: only the operators

w e C(C[Y)'), 1 > 0, Wf{x) -.= jf, <»(«(* -v))tty)<i<(y),

arc responsible for the non compactness of W.

Proposition 3,5 Each operator

C" :=W- W, C'<

is compact. O

The Frcdholin theorems can bo extended to non compact operators provided

one has a certain "measure" of non compactness as, for instance, the Fredliolm

spectral radius in [M\ or the general concepts in [11]. Since the space C(T)2

on which tlio operator W is considered has the approximation property, we work

with the l'Yedholm radius It of W whitli is also well suited for numerical purposes

(see 1'art II). By definition

where L runs all the compact operators on C{Y) .

AH a duvet consequence i>t' Proposition 3.5 and of (3.2), we have the useful

estimate:

(3.11)

4. £
'2 2JT

Actually, the following beltci result, whicli reproves Proiwsition '\A even fur non

isohiled cornels, holds:
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Theorem 3.6 p{> = R'1.

Proof. The first step is to show that

«"' = jj.if,||H'-//||;

M is (ho space of finite-dimensional operators on t ' ( l ' ) 2 of the fonii

(3.12)

(L'I)(P) - t,P(p) I f(y)'h'M fJ e CUT,

y'j € C*(r)2 being signed Dorel measures without jumping points. The proof

of (3.12) is similar to the Laplace operator situation in [3, Lemma 22] and [28,

pp, 107-111] where the density of T* in T (cf. Proposition 2.1.a) plays an impor-

tant role.

Let us show how Theorem 3.6 follows from (3.12). If V € M and N'(p,D) is

the kernel matrix generating the operator W — 1/ we have:

> lim

= lim sup \\Ap\\m a,(pl (il'i *'0<!S n o t charge singletons)

t—0+ p e | -

= Po-

Tlie theorem is proved by combining this inequality with (3.11). D

3.3 Radon's decomposition and its consequences

In order to solve (Section 4), by I'rcdlioiin's theory, the integral equations associ-

ated with the jump relations (3.7) and {t.S}, we impose the additional condition:

< 7,- (3.13)

I'l'oiu the operator-! heoreliciil point, ot view, condition (3.13) is sufficient since

it is equivalent to Kadon's decomposition

11' = C + II'" with ||ir"|| < - and (• comt)act,

Hi

(3.11)



which is tlie key to the applicability of I'lcdholms Ilicovy.

As for the "critical" nature of (:1.|:1) from tin; geometrical point of view, we

have, tlie following facts. First of .ill, (3.13) obviously excludes spines anil rest rifts

corners a-s it leads to

0 < T(1 - -ipo) < «,(« J \ ,,) - sin«,,(«* \ ,,) < JT(1 + 2Pu), Vp € ]'. {3.15)

(For the. Laplace operator, (3.15) becomes a cone condition on both sides of 1';

cf. [27)). On llu' other hand, because of tin1 ini'<|uality

p* := lim s u p { ~ / t» \ogh>-ylUHl{y) + \1--U^Xp)l}<f>0,

(3.16)

where pc is the analogue of pa for the Laplacian, we infer from [3, Corollary 6]

and [28, p. 112) that (3.13) implies (2.1)•-(2.2); moreover, from [29], we deduce:

Proposition 3.7 Under the condition (3. IS), the simple closed curve F is recii-

fiabte. •

Actually, for A, it is proved in [2(J] that the conclusion of Proposition 3.7,

appended with precised smoothness properties on F, is equivalent to p& < 1.

Whether a simitar "geometrical" characterization of (3.13) holds or not requires

further investigations. However, if the simplifications

Po = sup | - - • + M = sul'lo -2^ ' 2ir

occur, as in the case of convex domains ([10]), we obtain:

(3.17)

Proposition 3.8 For the Stukm or l.tt/ilaci operator on a domain satisfying

(3.17), the. rxc.lu.iion uf spttim is urccssary and sufficient for the validity of con-

dition (3.13) (or fquimdciitly />A < | J . O

Remark 3.9 Jordan curves of hounded rotation and piecewise Lyapunov curves

without, spines are prototypes of geometries fulfilling (3..1)), (3.13) and (3.1T) {[11,

47]). These two examples illustrate also why it is essential to endow C(F)2 with

tlie norm |[.|| in (2.9) for which the sutiorditiiite norm of 2 A '>. matrices is the

sjicctral norm. In fuel, the consideration of the c(|uiv,ilciil norm

17

w o u l d l e a d , i n ( 3 . 1 3 ) a m i ( i t . 1 7 ) , l<>

which generally exceeds ^. The above ohscrvation means of course thai the J'ioc.1-

holm radius is not invariant under equivalent norms. In llm-e-diini'iiNioiial piolj-

It'ins, tliis may he a source of serious diflicult.ies which requires more relined

concepts of Fredholm radii. For example, for the Laplace operator in $tJ, thru-

exist interesting geometries (e.g., rcclaiijjmhir sets) for which the analogue of

(3.13) holds only if the Fredholm radius is deliued through a suitable (family of)

norm(s) equivalent to the usual maximum norm ([I, 27, 30, 311). At this one re-

spect, we emphasize that the applicability of this generalized approach to simple

closed piecewise Lyapunov surfaces is still an open problem (Kril and Wendland's

conjecture [31]). •

3.4 Miscellaneous

Remark 3.10 (Extension to R11) The previous analysis {mainly Theorems 3.1

and 3.G) extends to S 3 provided that one replaces £• \puM log |JLI - y\\ in (3.5)

and (3.13) by | | lV(p-»)| | and | | i / - /1^(» 3 \ ; ' ) | | respectively. The corresponding

restrictions on Y are in general difficult to survey because, contrary to (2.15) and

(3.2), the hydrodynamical characteristic matrix /lp(ffi
:)\/j) is not explicitly known

and [5V#i,(y)|p — JH~'| 'S not equivalent to | | IV(JJ-J/) | | ; (wejust have ||VK(p-j()|j <-

*••' \'hd"(i/)\p ~ y\~l\ a.e., implying then that th<? analogue of condition (3.5) is only

sulficieut for obtaining the assertions (l>), (c) and (d) of Theorem 3.1). For the

same reason, the inequality (3.1fi) ami the related comparative discussion (with

the Laplacian) in Proposition 3.W ore nol rli-ar; however, domains with conical

corners obey, according to [IS], the characterization in Proposition 3.8. D

We conclude this section by some continuity properties of the velocity com-

ponent V(.,~i) of the single layer poli-ntinl. Since the definition (2.22) prevents

\'i..'i) from being in general continuous up lo I he boundary, we introduce, as in

[•II |, [:i|, \2S] nut\ [IS] the next concept.

IS



Definition 3.11 A siyntd Huul iniunuri -y € (,"(1')' is stiiit lo lie of rtasn C*

("I € CD providrd the (oinafMnilinij (mlm-ity) single layer potential t'(-,7) is

continuous in Sc'2. •

For closed piecewise Lyapunov curves 1', ('* contains Lp(r)2, p > 1, cf. [15,

Satz 5]. For more general 1' and densities, we have the following regularity result:

Theorem 3.12 Assume Hint conditions (:i..r>) and (3.13) hold. Let p £ 6';.

Then, every solution -y g f**(r)* of I he inittjml equation

belongs to C'J.

The proof (similar to [41], [3], [28, p. 113-117] and (47, Satz 5]) is omitted since

it is too technical. The particular case when ft = 0 is used in (I8j. D

Remark 3.13 While the single layer potential has boundary flows in C*(T)2,

the flows of the double layer potential must be understood as distributions in

the sense of lladamanl finite-parts ([37, 38]). In fact, the action of the tensor T

(variable x) on the kernel of tlie double layer potential W(.,f) (variables x, y)

yields a non integrable kernel which behaves like |x — y|~* for x near y. •

4 BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

In all this section, the coiiiimiu boundary 1' of tlie domains SJ+ and i\~ (cf.

Section 2) has the additional properties (3.5) and (3.13). Let g± = g = (gi,g-i) £-

C(r)2 or /<* = )t = (/lul'i) € ' ' " be ftiwn. We are concerned with classical

solutions

of the interior (for S!+) or exterior (for (t ) Stokes problem

Cl< = {-AV + V H , div//) = 0 in il*

associated with the DiriclitH (0*)

I! = «OII P

(4.2)

the Neumann (JV*) Uonndiiry condilion

T!ie Neumann boundary condition ( I I ) is lo be understood in the weak sense

of a given interior or exterior boundary How (cf. Definition 2.G).

Tlie uniqueness of solutions to these problem* will be studied along the lines

of [20, Appendix B]. To this end, in the cii.se of exterior problems, we append to

the solutions the following behaviour at infinity:

(U-C)[x) = 0(1*1-"), Vt/(a-) = O(M- ' ) , .<(.<•) = O ( | . , r ) as |.r| _» cc, (-l.Sn)

for some constant vector C. In tlie terininolo^y of [20, 23|, the first two conditions

in (4.5a) mean that U — C is regular at infinity.

Remark 4.1 As far as exterior problems are concerned, we mention the classical

Stokes paradox ([14, 19, 32]):

"it is impossible to solve the exterior probltui (4.2) einti (4-Sa) for u solution

whose velocity U vanishes on the boundary V and tends to a given non zero limit

C at infinity".

However, as proved in [21, 22, 35], the boundary value problem stated in the

Stokes paradox is uniquely solvable if one replaces the first condition in ('1.5a) by

the weaker requirement

U(x) = £Mog|.c| + 0(1) as Lc| --•» oo, II a cuiisUnt vector, (4.56)

whose, other specific forms, for variation;,! problems, appear for example in [()].

Another feature of the work [211] is the sumol hness of the involved domain. To

meet this requirement, we fix mice and for ;ill an iijjpropriate sequence Sljf C H*

of smooth subtloiiiains which approximate J(* in the sense of [3|, [27j, [41] or

[47] (See a lso [12, 40] for l i ipsdi i t / , don ia ins ) . T h e n , for W* a so lu t ion of ( 'J.l)

nnd (-1.2) snlisfyiug ('1.5a) in Hie case of il~, I lie in ter ior regu la r i ty of solut ions

of e l l ip t ic p rob lem* tuul t h e itrniinu'iitii of [W. TSieoii'lii IH find t'ol<jlh>iy 1)0]

21)



c o m b i n e d w i t l i [-V2, ]>p. -I-1 a m i 5(l] y i e l d t h e i l l r o c r e l a t i o n s :

f /•:(..- - y)'i
±(U)v<<<l}h(y) + (C^.O)

lj Vf{u\H^lyi\ot\t-y\dlh{}f)T

i(j- - !f)7
1*(W)fV//,(iF), for T € «J

where C'~ i(* tlie constant vector f' in ('1.5ft) ami C+ = 0;

\ Ju± £, Wf + 0 / W ' = =F j j^ r^uyL^du^y).

Now, the transposition of ihese formulae to I1 is not obvious; it is only because

of the analogue of the deep analysis in [27, pp. 175-176] that these formulae lead

to the next proposition when ti tends to inhuity, x £ fl* being fixed.

Proposition 4.2 Any solution U* of (4.I)-(j.2) with boundary flow T*(U)v e

C""(r)3 and satisfying (j.Sa) in tiir. eo«e ofil~ has the integral representation (cf.

[45] in the variationat framework):

+ iC±,Q)t xtn*. (4.6)

, U±>. O (4.7)

Moreover, Hit energy is representrtl by

I Ja
(Notice that the sequence S!* can be chosen increasing, cf. [17, pp. 403-104]; so

that the monotone conveifirnci' theorem applies to the left-hand side of (4.7) and

to the corresponding representation of the energy on f!*).

Proposition 4.3 Lcllt = (f ,«) lie tin difference between two clussiral solutions

of the. above defined Stokes /n-oblt mx rnrrrxjumdiiig to the suint Diviehlrt. or Neu-

mann boundary condition and to C = 0 in (j.fia) for exterior problems. Consider

Uir thne-dimcnsiomil *jmee

K :-- I {" 1 + l>-r-i. Hi - l'-n ); n , . « j , ft

of rigid displacements with

Then:

a) V ~ 0 and u = constant, for Diriclilt:! probli tun, the constant being zero in the

exterior case;

b) u = 0 and there exist three real numbers ki such that i< = ^2:'-{ k;r', for tin

Neumann problems, t, being zero for the tjtteriar cast.

Proof. To unify the proof, we assume that U \\i\x an interior or exterior boundary

flow (otherwise, the Uliiejiienews for the exli-nor Dhidilel problem is provided by

the Stokes paradox, while the interior Dirirhle.l problem can, via the stream

function, be reduced to the Dirichlet problem for the Inharmonic operator).

From (4.7), we deduce that

tijl'i + i),(lj = (I in (4.S)

i.e., U is a rigid displacement. Because of (l.fi), the proposition follows as in [32,

Chapter A] (See also [20, Corollary U5] for I)'). D

The Stokes problems will be solved by the so-called ([48]) "indirect" method

of potentials which goes back to Neumann: the solutions to the Dirichlet and

Neumann problems are sought in the form of double and single layer potentials of

unknown densities/ £ C'(P)J and 7 G C'(Vf, respectively. These representations

reduce our task to the solution of the following two pairs of adjoint boundary

integral equations obtained from the jump relations of potentials in Theorem 3.1:

+-J+n-j = <i (i)') (19)

" V H I ' " 7 = /'. <A'+) (1.10')

Observe that the double liiyer potential W(.,f) Hjitislies Uie iuliuity lieluiviour

(I.Tia) with f -• 0. l{egfirdiii)> Ilir single liiyer potential V(.,7), we hnv'e:



Proposi t ion 4.4 I'or-) £ ("(I1)'2, V(.,-)) *alt!>Ji<s (•{•<>") willi (• — 0 if (mil only

if < 7 , r ' > = 0, J = 1, 2. Vn purtirulnr, if 1 in a solution of f'l.t)*^ /or a dulitm

H € C'J, "if condition < f,r' >— 0 can t r ixpland by

<lt,r' >= I), ( = 1, 2. (1.11)

Proof. The proposition is obtained, as ill [20, Lemma B'2|, from tile following

expansion of the kernel of V(.,t):

and

The particular case mentioned in the proposition ia a consequence of the relation

< /!,!•' > = < 7,7'' > which ionics from the scries of identities:

< | i , r ' > = < - 7 + H'*7,r ' > by hypothesis

= ^ < 1'ri > + < 7, HV >

- 5 <->.»• '>+5 < 1 , r ' > by (2.23)

= < 7 , . i > . •

Although the velocity double Inycr operalor W is not compact (cf. Propo-

sition 3.4 find Theorem 3.(i), HJUIOII'M <lecoin posit ion (3.14) ensures, as already

mentioned, the validity of the I'Vedholm theorems for the integral equations (4.9) •

(4,10"). Consequently, our main concern is to specify whether the numbers ±J/2

are eigenvalues or regular values of Ihe operator IV.

Proposition 4.5 a) 1/2 in mi < iy<•ni'uliif ofW, the coiiysponding space ofciyen-

functions is tkf npare "R of rigid ilinpUuniirnlx;

b) —1/2 is a simple cigi-iiniluv of \\ '; a bttsix of tin. itnaoiiutal tiynifunclioiis is

N e C"(r) ' dtjintd from tin (Fidirirj normal vi.ilor v by

. (.1.12)

Proof. For r € 'R., W'r — ^r Iteciiiiw of Ihc reUtions r(.r) = H'(.r ,r) , j - £ Sl+

(if. (•!.(»)) ,md ll ' + (.r,r) - -tr[x) + HV(.r), .r € I' (<-f. (3.7)). To prove that

•>:\

'-N + W'N = 0, it is, owing to (;U), sullinenl to show that T~(V{., N))i> = 0.

But, for v € P ( » " ) ' ' ,

< T~(V(.,N))v,<p >= J1111 J _

and, by (2.2-1) and (2.21),

wlu-re I V ( J " , I ' " ( T " ) ) = 0 by the third cusc in (2.2U), The proof concerning

tin- bases is similar to [32, Chapter ;l| provided that oni1 deduces Ihe continuity

V ( . , T ) € C(&2)2, with 1 an api>r»pririlc solution of the homogeneous equation

relative lo (4.9*) it (4.10"), from Theorem 3,12 (iuul 1'roposition 1.1 for the second

part of the Proposition 4.5). •

Theorem 4.6 a) The interior (ixsp, exterior) Stokes-Dirichkt problem with

datum y e C(V)2 has a solution (unique in lite srrtse of Proposition 4.3) rep-

resentabte, as a double layer potential with dt natty uny solution of the integral

equation (4.9) (resp. (4.10)) iff

< N,y > = (J (4.13)

(rap.

< \,<j >= 0 V\ e *M- - / + W')). (4.14)

b) The interior Stokes-Neumann problem with datum /< € C* jiossenxes a (unique)

solution representable ns a single foyer polrutiat with density any solution of

(i.KT) iff

< H,r > = 0 Vre K. (4.15)

c) If ft € C" satisfies in addition (J.1J), thru (b) i.i tutlid for the cjtlenor Stokcs-

Nenmann problem with (4-!F) ivlrad of (j.Iff) iff

1 , : > = 0 Vi ( II'). (•1.10)

P r o o f . D i n c t consequence of tin- ]>[-eviuus resul ts ami of rYc-dholm's theo re ins .

lu pa r t i cu l a r , t h e involved layer pol.eiiliiils be long t o (li<> class (4 .1) , a n d (•l..'i<i)

•2 !



willi C = 0, bei-mise. of Theorem :!.!.( (double layer), Theorem 3.12 ami Propo-

sition \A (single layer). (Hutli poirnluils Imve iilso boundary (lows in the sense

of Theorem 3.1.<1 ami lleuiark 3.13). O

Remarks 4.7 As for the Laplace operator (if. [36, Chapter 18]}, condition (1.11),

which occurs in Theorem <l.(>.c, is necessary for solving the exterior Neumann

problem with datum /<: to see this, apply Proposition 4.4 to 7 := T~(U)v where

;/ _ c represented by (4.6) is regular at infinity; cf. [20, Corollary 133]; (the ne-

cessity holds even under the condition (l..r>b)). The condition (4.11) is specific lo

two-dimensional problems; in fiict in K;\ it is useless because the decay at infinity

desired in Proposition .1.1 for the single layer potential is always valid (cf. [32,

Chap. 3]).

Actually, it can be shown that, a-s in the varialioiial approach, the compatibil-

ity conditions (4.13) and {4.15) are necessary and suflicient for solving the interior

Stokes-Dirichlet and StoUes NeuniiUin problems respectively. On the contrary,

conditions (4.14) and (1.16), wliicli besides are difficult to survey, turn out to be

considerable restrictions on the class of data <j E C{T)2 and ^ Q for which the

exterior Dirichlet and Neumann problems are solvable. One can overcome these

difficulties by modifying r.lic integral representation of solutions as follows. •

Theorem 4.8 Tlitrc esists f 6 ( ' ( IT •s"r'' " '" ' the exterior Dirichlet problem

has a unique (for a suitable constant valor IS in (4-&b)) solution of the more

general form

W(.r) = W(.rj) + V(J-,/), xeil~. (4.17).

Proof. Because of the jump relation (3.7) <tnd of the continuity in R' of the

velocity single layer potential ! ' ( . , / ) for/ £ ('(I1)* (see in particular the comment

following Dclinitioii 3.11), llie n-prescMitation (1.17) yields the modified equation

(-7)I + W = g- ( 4 . IS)

(-1.18) is uni(|U<<ly solvable l>y an ai^ninent, sinlilac to [IS], wliicli consists of

showing that the associated adjoint homogeneous equation, wilii V compact and

self-adjoint, lias only ill'' li'ivinl snlnl-ioii. O

Regarding tin: exterior Neumann problem, we use tin- "ilireci" met hod of

potentials [[iS]) based on the it'presrntiifiuii (l.(i), i.e.,

U(r) = -W{±\Uyc) ~ V(x,'(-(U)v) + {CM), C any constant, i- e !!". (4.1!))

Then, owing to (2.23), (3.7), (4.4) and to the continuity in Definition 3.11, (4.19)

yields the boundary integral equation below for the unknown / := l!\r — C:

-f + " ' / = V'«. (4.20)

2

Since (4.13) is satisfied with V/i in lieu of y, a solution to (4.20) exists. Thus,

applying the third case of (2.23) to C, we gel:

Theorem 4.9 The unique solution to the uterior Neumann problem is, for a

given constant vector C, defined by (.j.19) with T~[U)v = ft and U\r solving

(ISO). D
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